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ABSTRACT 
Major concern of emergent evolution in robotics involves minimizing human burden. this paper work addresses the critical 

environment where the human present is mandatory due to its nature of accuracy like space research, bomb diffusion, disaster 

management, chemical and radiation containment, robotic surgery etc…due to the remote operations procedure of a robot it lags 

in human precision, and adaptability. This paper we done the idea of imitating the human hand movement by a virtually controlled 

robotic arm, which can be utilized in human endurance situation by hand tracking system. A technique of image processing is to 

detect the accurate edges of hand and their motions. This technique represents the real time video of hand and tracks it to get 

interface with robotic arm. the main aim behind this approach to control a robotic arm by human hand manually with the help of 

interfacing a HQ web cam and the robotic arm will reach where the human will not able to reach the locations and do the job with 

the control of  direct human interface. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Human error has been cited as primary cause or contributing factor in disaster so we want to avoid the 
human disaster by the help of robots. Nowadays robotics is an emergent technique which will play a vital role in 
our everyday life environment. Robots used in various sectors because as technological advances continue; 
researching, designing and building new robots based on our purposes. Robots serve various practical purposes, 
whether domestically, commercially and researches. Robots are mainly used to replace especially to perform the 
repetitive task. In general, robotics can be mainly separated into two parts there are industrial robots and service 
robots. Service robots are currently used in many fields of applications and also do the works in dangerous and 
where man can’t be entered areas. Many robots do jobs that are unpredictable situations that’s highly risky to 
people where the task that could be harmful to the human being.  Now robots perform essential tasks that 
average human being cannot accomplish because of being too dangerous or harmful to their health. The human 
can be replaced by robots in dangerous environments or manufacturing processes, it resembles humans in 
behavior and intelligence. The interaction between human and the machine motions by the following basic 
methods are programmable and remote control system by various techniques these are Teleportation, 
Supervisory, Task-level autonomy, fully autonomy. Might be robots can replace the presence of human but it 
has some disadvantages are there if already programmed autonomous robot doesn’t think for their situations like 
human being, it done their repeatable work when problems will arises so the uncertain situations human 
emulsion is more important to control the robots. The most efficient part or robot is robotic arm, it’s a 
programmable mechanical arm it replicate the human arm it used many industries and serving various purposes. 
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Robotic arm is remote control methods like by IC, sensors and now emerging technology AI (artificial 
intelligence) will help to sense and control the robotic arm. 

                     
Related Works: 

In Djordje Mitrovic’s Learning Motor Control for Simulated Robot Arms[1] we occur the control of robotic 
arm, a robot arm requires a high number of DOF(degree of freedom) humanoid robot arm unsatisfactory in  its 
movements is a critical task in robot control. The another paper cited by Moreno percepted by the real time 
control of robotic arm by machine vision algorithm by replicating the movements of robotic arm achieving the 
control of four DOF to the arm[2][3][4].Another cited document by jiafeng zang’s Image processing based 
remote control with robot arm simulator[9]the idea occur Motion estimation provides an attractive choice to 
large number of interface devices for human computer interaction (HCI).The interfaces of HCI depend on 
accurate, real-time hand and fingertip tracking for association between real objects and relative digital 
information. In [10]Key Frame Extraction from MPEG Video Stream paper cited by Guozhu Liu, and Junming 
says on this paper extracted key frames can summarize the salient content of the video, [11]hand gesture 
recognition system paper percepted the idea is hand positions of video frame the edge can be detected by canny 
edge detection method  ,this method is applied to extract the nearly accurate edges and use for found the 
motions in images accurately. Human hand tracking using matlab to control Arduino based robotic arm [10]this 
paper we occur the concept of the interfacing of human hand using robot arm. With this method the robotic 
arm can be controlled using human hand done by using image processing technique . 
 
III.Video Frame Extraction and Edge Detection: 

In this paper the real time video can be captured the video could be convert into the key frames, Video 
segmentation and key frame extraction are two segments of video analysis and content-based video retrieval. 
Key frame extraction [9][11]those images are converted into grayscale and black and white images to find the 
edges of each images. and noise in the key frame method is achieved by motion estimation the edges find by 
using canny edge detection algorithm, Canny edge detection algorithm is known to many as the optimal edge 
detector its very enhanced from other edge detectors the some criteria are followed low error rate. That the edge 
points be well localized. Only one response to a single edge, the canny edge detector first smoothes the image to 
eliminate and noise. 

 

 
Fig. 1: video to frame extraction                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
IV. Motion Detection and Estimation: 

Motion detection is the process of a change in the position of an object relative to its encircle or a change in 
the around environment relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved by mechanical and electrical 
methods now we attain by image processing .When motion detection is accomplished by natural organisms, it is 
called motion perception. Motion estimation is the process of finding the accurate motion vectors that describe 
the transformation from one image to another; generally from adjacent frames in a video sequence. A technique 
for video compression method to extract the frames from the real time video, a simple algorithm for motion 
detection by a fixed camera compares the current image with a reference image and simply found the number of 
different pixels. 

Diff=frame (N+1)-frame (N) 
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 Fig. 2: frame extract by block matching

 
 Images will differ due to influence that contributes to a outcome

camera flicker and CCD dark currents
finding motion vectors can be categorized
methods ("indirect").in this paper 
processing; block matching algorithm
rarely. These are Phase correlation 
methods..The indirect method to find
this paper to extract the frames and detect the motion and estimate which direction
for  replicate to the robotic arm signals
compress and extract from video For finding the best match, B
matching standard criterion used is Mean Absolute Difference which can be defined as shown

                                             
Mean Absolute Difference  

 (MAD)=  
 
Where C indicates the current 

reference frame. The motion estimation algorithm should produce an estimated
similar as possible compared to the current image.
motion vectors and macro blocks from the reference frame is 
ratio (PSNR), 

Mean Squared Error  

(MSE) = 
 

 
V. Hardware  Interface  

This project have effective use of
signal by sensor and  wired or wireless connectivity 
board which uses to connect the system, 
interactive objects. These systems 
expansion boards ("shields") and 
including USB for loading programs from personal computers. the microcontrollers, the Arduino project 
an integrated development environment
programming languages. The advantages of arduino board is 
and ease of use . 
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frame extract by block matching algorithm 

influence that contributes to a outcome such as varying lighting
dark currents, is useful to reduce the count of false positive alarms

categorized into methods like pixel based methods ("direct") and feature based 
 direct method will approach the motion estimation technique in image 

block matching algorithm will use in full search ,the other direct estimation methods also used 
 and frequency domain methods, Pixel recursive algorithms and

indirect method to find motion estimation by corner detection and RANSAC method.
and detect the motion and estimate which direction  the hands 

for  replicate to the robotic arm signals in block matching algorithm to find the difference between the frames to 
For finding the best match, Block Matching Algorithms (BMA) are used. The 

Mean Absolute Difference which can be defined as shown

 

Where C indicates the current macro block in the current frame and R indicates the macro
ation algorithm should produce an estimated image which should be as much 

possible compared to the current image.The motion compensated image that is created using the 
motion vectors and macro blocks from the reference frame is distinguished  by

 

 

effective use of the multipurpose hardware interface which connects the system input 
by sensor and  wired or wireless connectivity  and to get the output by servo motors.

board which uses to connect the system, it is a microcontroller-based kits for building digital devices and 
These systems furnish the  sets of digital and analog I/O pins that can be interface 

ion boards ("shields") and  circuits. The boards connect the serial communications interfaces, 
for loading programs from personal computers. the microcontrollers, the Arduino project 

integrated development environment (IDE) based on the application, which includes support for the
The advantages of arduino board is minimize the cost of modules,
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such as varying lighting, pre-processing 
false positive alarms. The methods for 

pixel based methods ("direct") and feature based 
will approach the motion estimation technique in image 

ct estimation methods also used 
recursive algorithms and optic flow 

and RANSAC method. we use in 
the hands are freely moved 

in block matching algorithm to find the difference between the frames to 
Algorithms (BMA) are used. The 

Mean Absolute Difference which can be defined as shown below. 

frame and R indicates the macro block in the 
image which should be as much 

e that is created using the 
by Peak signal-to-noise 

which connects the system input 
to get the output by servo motors. Arduino controller 

kits for building digital devices and 
pins that can be interface  with 

serial communications interfaces, 
for loading programs from personal computers. the microcontrollers, the Arduino project works 

, which includes support for the  
cost of modules, flexible, opensouce 
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VI. Interface System: 
Relay is a mechanical switch which control   the direction of servomotors it can be connected the each and 

every joints in the arm. It can be controlled by reversing the polarity basically Relays are electromechanical 
devices it works by the use of electromagnet to control the function of a pair of movable objects from an open 
position to a closed position. The advantage of relays is usage of power to operate the coil, but the relay itself 
can be control motors Relay act as a interface system between system and hardware part, in this project relay 
connected with arduino controller board by getting the electrical signals and the motor can be controlled. 

 
VII. Experimental Result: 

In this project the hand movements can be detected by image processing technique using edge detection 
algorithm and the help of motion estimation with the help of HQ webcam. The noise might be removed and 
original hand movement signal could be found that the signal can be converted into electric signal by interface 
system. The signal which help to robotic arm as an input signal and done the same movements of human hand. 

 

 
a.video to frame extraction 

 

 
b. noise reduction 
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c.edge detection 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: motion estimation 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: motion estimation edge detection 

 
Table 1: movements of robotic arm 
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Conclusion:
A real time modelling of virtually controlled robotic arm is designed and implemented. Visual input for the 

robotic arm is feeded to mat lab using webcam. The sign interpretation of a hand movement has been converted 
into equivalent motion vectors. The motion vectors are understood by arduino controller and further converted 
into motor relay controls. The robotic arm can be designed as a more flexible movement with an arm control.
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